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Theoretical Analysis of the Radioactive Contamination
due to W ad sl37

In view.of the.cQnsiderably different values on the fallout
rate-ai1d the cumulative deposition.of SqO 137

and Go "ported from
different parts QJapan, the author attempted toestimate the
ranges of the fallout rate and of the umulative deposition of
Br5o and Gs137 for different parts of Upan based upon the theoretical
consideration.

(1)(2)(1) Theoretical Consideration

About 10% of the deposited 9O has been reported to have coins
from.tropospheric fallout in areas far from test sites, hile about
30% may be taken as the representative value of te tropospheric
fallout for areas relatively close to test esSV Therefore, in
areas far from test sites, it may be assumed that a major part of the
radioactive fallout of the nuelides with relatively long half lives
might be ascribed to the stratospheric fallout, although these
percentages may be greatly different depending on the types of nuelear
detonations. In case of he air burst,.a greater part of the
radioactivity may be injected into the stratosphere. In case of the
�7ound surface explosion, a greater part of the radioactivity way be
adsorbed or included In a large amount of dust pticles with greatly
different sizes end fll to the grwmd ith the greatly different
rate aceordlnc,� '0-, the sizes of te dust particles. In tb.a eas te
fraction of loc-11.1. fallowt may be higher es co)a�,gared with the dtant
tropospheric fallout or atratospheria fallout. Since larger particles
may fall than te smaller ones, the fraction of the dust

falling to te round per unit time may be considered to be a function
of time after detonation at least during the initial period after the
ground surface explosion. Therefore, in the tropospheric fallout
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or especially in the local fallout at a relatively short time
following the surface explosion there may be the case where te
fraction deposited per unit time decreases with time because of the
greatly different particle sizes Pf the dust which occluded or
adsorbed the fission products And other induced activities. In this
'ease if we assume that the fraction of the radioactive dust deposited
per unit time decreases iersely proportional to the time t after
explosion, the following expression may hold.

dD
- I. 

dt D t CL)a

where Da is the amount of due-. in the atmosphere and P a constant
which may be different depending on the types and the conditions of
nuclear detonation. Integrating the above equation, we may obtain,

Da Dt-P
1

where D. is a constant corresponding to the amount of dust in the
atmosphere at unit time after etonation.

If we express the activity of the duat with I. corresponding
to D and if we assume that the gronsactivity of the ust maya 01
decrease according to the Way-Wigner law t , t .� total activity
remaining in the atmosphere may be epresse b the following power
function of the tme t after detonation.

, ( 0+r�)-I it- (3)

where.11 is the activity-in the atmosphere at unit time after,
detonation.

If we assume that the total amount of the radioactive dust
particles of widely different sizes injected into the stratospheric
reservoir.would also decrease according to the following power function
during the initial period,

De ft Di t-P
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the total amount of dust in tile Stratosphere D after davs of
t

continuous injectior- Oi7 an amount q per unit time may be given by

the followings squation. -C

Dt= Rlq dt (5)

or, when is smallr than unity

D = R1 -L (6)
t

where RI is the fraction of the dust retained at end of unit time.

If we DRY special attention to a certain specific radioactive

nuclide which decays exponentially with the disintegration constant

X, the rate of change of the activity I of the specific nuclide

corresponding to D in the stratosphere may be given by the following

differential equation.

dl s . . - J3- T xi (7)-dt t s 8

Solvin', the above equation, we may obtain

is = I 7p eX(t-l) (8)

where I is the activity at t-l.

The total activity of the specific radioactive nuclide in the

tratosphere I after days of continuous injection of the activity
t

q8 of the specific nuclide per unit time may be given by the

following equation. T

It . R1 q (,-t)-p eX(L-t-1) dt '(9)

J,
where R1 is the fractional retention at end of unit time.

From the definition of the incomplete gamroa function,
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7 'Z
e X (lo)

Using the above relation, the equation 9) may be expressed as

R, C, P)

However, sometime after the nuclear detonation we may assume
that the size of the radioactive dust containing a certain specific
nualide in the stratospheric reservoir would be more or less ui-
form. In such cases, in view of the absence of the knowledge On

the detailed mechanism of transport 6f-the fine aai6a6tive dst
from the stratosphere to the troposphere it may be assumed as a
wo'rking hypothesis that a constant fraction of the total aount
in the stratosphere would be transported down to the troposphere
per uit time. Under this assumption, if we assume that a major
part of such long-lived fission products as Sr9o and s137 produced

by high yield detonations comes from stratospheric falloutt the
change of the stratospheric content of these nuclides with time
may be expressed by the following differential equation.

J QS Mdt = -yL - 'Ft t) (12)

where n is te injection rate of Sr go or CS137 into the stratosphere
per unit area (me/km2 - year), Q�(t) the Sr9o or 9137 content of

the stratosphere expressed per unit area (me/km2), the disinte-
-).or C8137.(0.025/year), and

,,Tation constant of 9 � the
. 90 137 r( 2average fall-out rate of Sr or Cs per unit area (me/km - year).

For the alculation Fr(t) is assumed to be poportional to QS(t)
as a working hypothesis.

Fr(t - kQs(t) (3-3)

where the elimination constant k may be expressed with the half
elimination time T a by the following equation

k Q,695 (14)
To
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Under the above assumption, the general solution of equation

(12), taking te relation 13) into consideration, may be expressed

by

-(.X+k)t + k -(X+k)Fr(t) Fr '(0 e tj (15)+k

Using the above expression of fallout rate Fr(t), the rate of the

total cumulative deposition and the ground accumulation in the surface

layer of the soil may be expressed by the following differential

equations.

dF d(t)
dt Fr(t) XVd(t)

dF e(t)
dt "i(t) X+-e Fg(t)

where d(t)is the total cumulative deposition, Fg(t) the.ground

accumulation in the surface layer of the soil, the disintegration

constant of Sr 90 or CS137 , andl the elimination constant indicating

,the annual fraction eliminated from the surface layer of the 4�oil

due to various weathering effects, which may greatly depend on the

nature of the soil, amount of rainfall and other artificial factors

such as irrigation, farming and ploughing. Using the half elimination

time T due to weathering, the weathering constant may be 6xpressed

b)r

T9 (18)
The general solutions of equations 16) and 17) may be given

by the following equations.

-Xt Fr�o) -Xt -(X+k)t
Fd(W Fd(O e + k e - e ) +

k t X �-(X+k)t e-N (19)
-X-k -7-+k-
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WbAn. 14,

F (A+2)t + F e-(?,+k)t
9 9(0 a k-.e r(O)

+ n e

(X+ik)t
+ s- (20)

When k,
(X+k)t + (A+k)t

g(t) Pg(O) r(O)te-

+ I 11 + A+k)t I X+k)t
(X+k)?

Adii -we eould assume.pd(O) -01 Fg(o)=O and F(o)=O, the above

expressions of Fr(t) .F d(t) and g(t) may be written as follows:

P kn 1 e-(X+k)t (22)
r(t r5'2 I j

F k + e-O.+k)t _e-Xt (23)d(t) + A+IC
When 14,

F
g(t) IM TVkTCx-f-7 X+P (k-7) 8

+ e-(A+k)t .(24)

When 1=k,

F + Xk)t) -(.+k)t
g(t) h" I (25)k'
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The equations 22 - 2.5) may be pplicable approximately in the

analysis f the fallout effects during the period from Mareb 1954
to 'the and of 1958 in t areas where d(O) and (O i March
1954 could be considered negligible.

After the tests were slitopped towards the end of 1958, n-0 until
the resumption of tests which would significantly contribute to the

stratospheric reservoir of 9O or 08137. Therefore, substituting

n-0 into the equations (15)and 19 - 21) and asawaing t-0 at the
end of 1958, we may obtain t following expressions for the period

after the and of 1958.

"r(t) - IIX-(O) 0-(X+k)t (26)

-A
TJ(co�Tito)a

(27)
When ^t

(A-tf)t I
T-q o = T o e -f (,e (28)

When lokt

Ig(t) 0 g(o)e + ?I.(O)te- (21�)

The above equations Indicate that the fallout rate F(t)
decreases after the suspension of the testag but the total fallout
cumulative deposition d(t) and the fallout ground accumulation
PK(t) may be expected to increase for some time end then bin to
decrease after ging through a maximum point. The time, at which

the maximum point willherQached in -d(t)l may be obtained, by
solving the equation !YA"2 - Ot to bedt

t (,\-+,&) Tr(o) (30)
Z + �T�c
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Similarly,, the time Corresponding to the Po Lt in 11g(t)
may be obtalned,, by solving the equation 01 to be as

follows 

When 1�kj (A--t,& I

(A-4)(OL-C) F6 to) Tr e)j

When 1-k,

(,A-rk)'Fr (o)

If we assume that the nuclear testa should continue indefinitely.
with the constant value of a, the fallouts rate in equation (15)
may b, expeeted to reach the folloming equilariu vlued

(33)

Similaryo the total deposition d(t) Of e4uqt;'On (9) and the ground
aK'OU-'iiU1aN.OU 1n te sarfaoe layer FS(t) of euetion 20) may be
e�eotod to roach the following equilibrium values.

T-8 t
/\-t ) (,A t-&)

However, pine* the tests were suspended towards the end of
'19581, the average injection rate for the period 1954 to 958
may be estimated from the following relation.

T-d F-Y (f)
_6-A --) 1 (36)

where t zV be taken to b 5 7ears, assuming twO ear17 in 1954.
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(II) Results of Theoretical Analysis

hetsuzinF the cumulative deposition F d(t) of S90 to be about
10 - 15 mclkM2 and te fallout rate V �(t) of Sr9o to be about

3 - .5 MO - year at the end of 1958 and the half elimination

time To from the tratospheri rervoir to be abo-ut 2 years, the

average value. of te annual injection rate during the period from

early 15,54 to the end of 158 may be estimated frolu the equation (36)

to be approximat 1 40 - 63 me/kW - earo Assuming the uniform

distribution of or the entire surface of the eartht the spe-

eific concentration of Sr 90 per unit area may be estimated at about

3�.G me/ka2 crresponding to the fast neutron fission of U 238

equivalent to about 20 megatons of T4TS3) Comparing with this value,

the'above value of may be onsidered to correspond to the annual

injection rate of about 24 - 35 mftatons TNT equivalent fission

products, or about 120 - 175 megatons fission yield. If we assume

that the above value of 1i as estimated fom the data observed

in the Pacific coast of Japan would be about three timei higher

than the world average and tat oughly about one half of the

total fi9sion produGta entered the stratospheric reseroir o an

average, te total i'.9sion yield during the five year period from

early 1954 to te end of 1956 may be estimated to be roughly about

90 - 120 meEatons equivalnnt. c

FiZ.1 siiowa the rn�ge of fallout rte of Sr;G during te ,period

from April 154 to the end of 1958 at the Pcific side of the Japan

mainland a stimated fromi the equation (22), assuming in
.2 r(0)-C

equation (15) --arly 19,54 and z-4.3 and 63 me/km'-year, and the

half deposition time T a of about 2 eers, In the figure diffazent

estimates of the fallout rate of Sr93 for Osaka and Tokyo based

upon the observations at diMsrent nstitutes are also shovm In

this fig-are, Osaka 1 indicates the dara rporzed by the Japan
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Mateorolo5ical Agency ia Tokyo Tor sakaW Osaka 1 tose by the

author�5) and Tokyo I in a ombination of"the data given in the

urvey of Radioactivity I compiled by the Japan Science and Technelo-

gy Agency�,!) and those given br the Japan Meteorological Agency �4)

and Tok;yo 11 is the data given by Isavag et�a.1(7). As ean be seen

in the figure the range of fallout rate of 9o at te ftelfic

side of the Japan ainland may be estimated to be about 3 - 5 clkm 2

year at the end of 1938, bevor# if the above rates of injection
90should continue indefinitely, t fallout rate of Sr may be 2

expected to reach the equilibrium value of about 4*1 - 59 me/km

year as estimated rom the equation 33).

Fig,.2 shows the range of allout rate of Csl37 durimg the

period from April 1954 to the and of kagust 1958 at the Pacific

side of the Japan mainland as estimated from the euation 22),

ass 3mi ne n8.3 - 19 Me/= 2 year. In ti case, since the ratio

Os 137/Sr9o may be estimated to be about,1,93Z3) from the ission yield

cur" for U2-8 te lower limit at n or Cs"37 is assumed to be

1693 times higher than the lower limit nx4.3 for Sr�o. Te upper

limit of a for 02137 is assumed to be about 3 times that 0.r sr9o.

In this figure, Osaka I istbe data given the athar(5)

and Osaka 11 is the value estimated by ultiplying the value for

SrW by a factor of 28 which is the ratio Cs'37/Sr'90 estimated

for Tokyoj7) Tolqro I is the data given by the Japan eteorological
(4; �7)Agency in Tokyo and Tokyo 11 those given by tawal, at l

As can be seen in the figures the range of tho fallout rate of sl37

at the Pacific side of the Japan ma W and way be estimated to be

about 65 - 14.8 me/km - ear at the end of 1958.

However if the above injection rate should continue indefinitely,

the falloat rate of CS137 may, be expected to reach the equilibrium

Value of about 77 - 17*6 me/km 2 _ year*
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Fig-3 shows the range of the fallout rate Of 100 during the<-( R33)
period from April 1954 to the end of August 1958 at the Japan Sea
side-of the Japan mainland as estimated from the equation 22),
assuming'n-12,6 - 18#9 c/kff� year* The value of n was estimated
by assuming two to three times igher at the Japan Sea side than
the upper limit for the Pacific side. As can be seen in the figure,
the range of fallout rate of 00 at the Japan Sea side of the

/km2Japan mainland may be estimated to 'be about 1 - 15 mc - ear

at the end of 1958* However if the above injection rate should
continue idefinitely te fallout rate of 9o may be expected,

to reach the equilibrium value of about 3.2.6 - 18.9 me/km2 _ ear.

Fig.4 shows the ran4ke of the fallout rate of sl37 duxits the (Fig.4)
period from April 19.54 to the end of 19,% at the Japan Sea side of
the Japan mainland as cited fom the equation 22), assuming

/k=2n=24.9 - 50-7 me - ear. As can be seen in the figure, the range
of fallout rate of Cd-37 at the. Apan Sea side my be estimated
to be about 20 - 40 me/km2 - year. However, i the above injection
rate should continue indefinitely, the fallout rate of sl37 M'V

be expected to reach the quilibrium value of about 23*2 - 47.2

mo/km2 - year.
Fig,5 shows the range of the cumulative deposition of 00

during the period from April 1954 to the ehd of 1958 at the aoific
side o the Japan mainland as estimated from the equation 19)
assuming F 0.5 mo/.km2

r(0)-0 and d(O)- early 1954 and the same
injection rate n-4.3 - 63 me/km - year as assumed at the estimation
of the fallout rates As can be seen in the figure, the range of
cumulative position of 00 at the Pacific side of the Japan
mainland may be estimated to be about 11 - 16 wc/kn2 at the and

of 1958.
Zu the figure different estimates of the cumulative deposition
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90of Sr for Osaka nd Tokyo based upon the observations at different
institutes are also shovm. In this figure Osaka indicates a
combination of the data given for te umulative deposition in

Tokyo up to the end of 1957 in the Survey of Radioactivit "
compiled by the Japa'n Science and Technology Agency(6) PI,-, a t ILL 9

data given for Osaka by the gapan Meteorological Agency in Tokyo(4)

after the end of lc)57. In other words, since no data for Osaka

prior to the end of 1957 had been given by the Japan Meteorolo5jpal

Agency, te umulative deposition of Sr9O in Oaka was assumed p

be tho same as that in Tokyo aL the end of 1957, to which the
values given later for Osaka by the Japau Meteorological Agenqy(4)

was added. Osaka 2 is a combination of the data given for the
cumulative deposition in TolWo at the end of 1957 by the Japan
Meteorological AGency(4) plus those g1ven for Osaka after the end of
1957 by the Japan eteorological Agency in Tokyof4) Eowever, according
to the measurements by the Japan eteorological Agency(4) for

Osaka and Tokyo during the period from Ylan. 1958 to June 1960,

the data for Osaka is iowej� or, an average by a factor 7/13-75.
Therefore in Osaka 3 the cumulative deposition in Osaka at the end

of 1957 was assumed to be lower by this factor than that estimated
for Tokyo, to Nvbioh the &t�_. thereafter for Osaka by the

Japan Meteorological Agency(4 was added.
Osaka 4 is the data given by the author(5) Tokyo 1 is the

data given for Tokyo by the Japan Meteorological Agenoy�4) Tokyo

2 is a combination of the data given for the cumulative dposition
in Tokyo at the end of July 1957 by the Japan Meteorolo ical
Agency(4) plus the data given for Tokyo by zawa, et alM ince

Aug. 1957. However the overall ratio of the cumulative deposition
of S9O estimated for Tokro during the period from Aug.19 to
the end of July 1360 by the Japan Meteorological gency(45 to that
by Izawa, et 7 is about 10.94/16*24. Therefore, in Tokyo 4 the

cAniulative deposition of Sr9O at the ead of Jly 1957 in Tokyo esti-
mated by the Japan eteorological Agq7AQv(4) is reduced by the above
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faotort to which the data given by zawa, et al(7) for the period

thereafter was added- As can be seen in the figured if the above
iaje6tion rate shot; continue ndefinitely, the umulative

deposition of Sr ay be expeated to reach the equilibrium value
of about 162 - 37.r'4/km2 I as estimated from the equation 34).

Fig.6 a owe tha range of the cumulative depostion of s'3? during
the period from April 1954 to the end f 1958 at the Pacific side or(r3.6)
the Japan mainland as stimated fom the equation 19) ssuming
"r(O)-o and O)-O-5 me/1=2 early 1954 and the injection rate
n=8#3 - 18.9 mc/km2 - year. In this figure, different etimates on the
cumulative deposition of sl37 for Osaka and Tokyo are also shown.
Osaka is the data given by the athor(5) and Osaka 2-is the data
estimated by multiplying the data of SP90 given by the author b a

137/Sr9o estimated fox (7)
factor of 28 which i the ratio 0 -Tokyo*
Tokyo is the data given by the JapanUeteorologicol Agency in Tokyo,
Tokyo 2 is a combination of the data given for the cumulative
deposition of sl37 at the end of July 1957 in Tokyo by the Japan
Meteorological Ageney(4) Plu's the data given thereafter by Izawa,
et al 7) for Tokyo,

However, the overall ratio of the cumulative deposit-ion of sl37
during the period from. Aug. 1957 to the end of July 1960 in Tkyo
estimated by Izawal et al. to that by the Japan Meteorological
Agency is about 30,,87/43,.8. Therefore, In To-kyo 3 the cumulative
deposition of Cs137 at the end of July 1957 was reduced by the above
factor* to.which the data gve tereafter by zarral, et al was added.
As can be seen in the figure, the range of the cumulative deposition
of 8137 at the Pacific-side of the Japan mainland may be estimated to
be about 20 - 46 me/km2 -at the ed of 958. However, if the above 
injection rat* should continue Indefinitely,, the umulative deposition

8137of W be expected to.reach the equilibrium value of about
475 - 714 mkm?.
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Fig.7 shows the range of the cumulative deposition or 00

during the period from pril 1954 to tho end of 1958 at the Japan

Sea side of the Japan mainland as estimated from the equation 19)
2assuming Fr(o)-O and "d(O)-o-5 ac/lm early 154 ad the same

injection ra'e.n-12*G - 18.9 zc/kg2 - year as assumed at the
estimation of the fallout rate of Sr9o at the Japan Sea side. As can

be seen in the figures the range of the cumulative deposition of S�o

at the Japan Sea side may be estimated to be about 32 - 46 me/km2
at the end of 1958o However, if the above injection rate should

continue indefinitely,-the cumulative deposition of Sr9o may be
expected to reach the equilibrium value of about 45 - 714 m/�M24

FLS,8 shows the ranGe of the cumulative Position of Csl37

during the period from April 154 to the end of 1958 at the Japan Sea
side of the ;la anmainland as estimated from the equation 19) assuming
Pr(O) d(O)w-Ov5 me/km? early 1954 and the same injection rate
n-24.9 - 50*7 m;-km? - year as assumed at the estimation ol the
fallout rate of OS137 at the Japan Sea side* As can be seen In the

137figure, the range of the cumulative deposition of Os at the Japan
2Sea side maq be estimated to about 5 - 195 me/km

However, f the above iection rate should ontinue indefinitely,
the cumulative deposition of Gsl37 may be expected to reach the
equilibrium level of about 9� - lt920 mclk2-

FIS.9 shows the range of te Sr9o in the -Fijq)
ground accumulation of _ 

surface layer of the soil during; the period from April 1954 to the endr
of 1958 at the Pacific side 6f he Zap, mnland as estimated from
the equation 20) assuming "-,(,)-o and ,(()=0.5 me and the
half elimination time T due to weathering to be about 10 years and
n-4.3 - 6 me/km2 year. In the fgure, te ground aumulation
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of 9O in the surface layer of soil as estimated by the author
based upon the radiochemical. aalysis of the soil conducted early

1957 in Osaka(5) and the range of te ground accumulation of the
90exchangeable Sr in te agricultural oil estimated by odaira,,

et al(a) for the Paoificsido of the Japan mainland based upon te

radiochemical analysis of the soil sampled in June 1959 are also
shown, As can be seen in the fgure,, the ground accumulation of Sr9o

in the urface layer of the soil at the Pacific side of the Japan
mainland may be estimated to be aout 95 - 13,8 e/km2 at the end of

1958.
Howevert if the above injection rate should continue indefinitely,

the round accumulation of Sr'�O in the surface layer of soil may be
expected to reach the euilibriu vue of about 42.6 - 62.5 me/km2,

as estimated from the equation (35).
Pig.10 shows the range of the ground aadwmlatlon of sI37 in M3110)

the surface layer of te soil during the period from April 1954 to

the end of 58 tt the Pacific side of the Japan mainland as estimated

from the equation 20) assuming F,(,)wO and PC 5 me and the.
half elimination time IT due to weathering to be about 10 years and

2 n-503 16.9 Mc year. Xa the figurel, the ground accumulation
of C3137 in the surface'layer of soil as estima�ed by multip6lng
the range of B9o at the acific side in June 1�;59 by a factor of

2.8 is also VM.
As can be seen in the figure,, the ground acumulation of Co 137

in the surface layer of the soil at the Pacific side of the Japan

mainland may be stimated to be about 1 - 1 me at the end of

195a. However, if the above injection ate-should continue indefinitely,
the round accumulation of sI37 in the surface layer of soil may be

expected to reach the equilibrium value of about 82.4 - 17.5 e/IM2-
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Fig*21 shows the range oi: the ground accumulation of B9O in the
surface layer of the soil during te priod from April 1954 to the
end of 1958 at the Pacific side of the Japan mnland as estimated

from the equation 20) assuming (O)wO and g(O)WO-5 mo/kx� and
the halt limination time Tdue to weathring to be about 10 years
and nml2.6 - 18.9 mc/km� year. In the figure, the ground accumulation

of the exchangeable 9O in the surface layer of agricultural soil

estimated by odaira, ot a(8) for the-Japan Sea side of the Japar
mainland based upon the radiochemical analysis of the soil sampled

in une 1959 are also shown.
As an be meen in the figure, the ground accumulation of 00

in the surface layer of the soil at the Japan Sea side of the Japan

mainland may be estimated to be about 27 - 41 me/km 2 at the end of 1938,

However, if the above rate of injection should oontinuA indefinite-
ly, te ground acumulation of 00 in the surf ace'tayer may

be expected to reach the equilibrium value of about 12. - 17.5 =*/km
Fig.12 shows the range of tt ground accumulation of s137 in the

( pi 12
surfaes layer of the soil during the period from April 1954 to the
end of 1958 at the Japan Sea sMe of the apan mainland as estimated
from the equation 20) assuming (o)-O and gm-0.5 mc/km? and the

half elimination time Ts due to weathering to be about 10 years

and n-24*9 - 50*7 mo/km - ear, In te figure, the ground accumulation
of 8137 in the surface ler t�Ril as estimated by ultiplying

thab of 9O at the Japan Sea side in JLme 19_9 by a actor of 28 is

also SOTM.

As can be seen in the figure, the ground accumulatiou of CsI37

in the surface layer of the soil at t apan Sea side of the Japan

mainland may be estimated to be about 53 - 108 me/km2 &t the end

of 1954,
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However* if tho above injection rate should continue Indefinitely',

the ground accumulation of 03137 in the surface layer of thesoll

may be expected to reach the equilibrium value of about 247,4 -
500*3 o/,=2. (F .13)

14)
P1413 - It;, show the ranges of the fallout rates of Sr

GJ37 at the Pacific sidka and at the arn ',',ea side of the J

mainland after the end of 1958 as estimated fom the equation (2G)
assuning t-0 at the end of 1958 or at the beginning of 19

The simbols representing the difftre4t estimates 1#-V13s.l3
and 14 have the samo meanings as-those in FiSs.1 Fd 2, As can be
seen in these figures, &1 a genera tndency the fallout rates of SOO

and s'37 may be expected to decrease theoretically after the end
of 1958 hew the nuclear testings vere susVended by the three majo�
powers possessing the nuclear weapons* However, because of the

unusually igh fallout rate in early 1959, the ranges of the fallout
rates F(o) at the end of 1958 had to be taken sonewhat wider in
these theoretical analyses for the future than those in te prevlouo

analysts.

Fi417 - PO show the ranges of the cumulative deporition of
Zr9o 6nd Cs'37 at the Pacific side and at the Japan Sea side of t
Japan mainlaDdo After the end of 1958 as estimated from the uatio

(27) assuming t=O at the end of 1958 or at the beginnizis of 1959.
The symbols repreconting the different entimptea in Fig3.17 and
18 have the same neanin&s as those in ge.5 and 6.

Because of te repeated uclea tsting up to the fall of 1�8t
the stratospheric fallout may continue for the future* Assuming
the half elimination constant T from the stratospheric reservoir
to be abo-ut. two yars,, a maximum cumulative deposition may be observed

at about five to six yearn after the end of 1958, an can be seen
in these figurei6 At the Pacific side the range of the maxirmm

cumulative deposition of -r9" to bo expected in 1963 - 1964 may
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be aVout 13 - 30 MO/km? while that of CS137 about 30 72 me/1=2.
At the Japan Sea side the range of the maximum cumulative deposition
of 9o to be epected in 1963 - 1964 may be about 47 - 72 e/1=2
while that Of Cs 37 about 90 - 215 me/1=20

Figs.21 - 24 show the ranges of the ground ccumulation of
1.23)

Sr9o and Cs'37 -in the surface layer of the soil at the Pacific s (RI-24)
and the apan Sea side of the Japan mainland after the end of 1958-
as estimated fom thd equation 28) assuming t-0 at the end of 150 or
at the beginning of 1959 and the half weathering constant T to be
about ten ears.

As clear from the comparison of Firs.21 - 24 with Figsol - 209
if we assume a weathering factor of ,=10 yearsq the ground
accumulation in the surface layer of the soilmay be expected to reach
amaximum in two to three years after.the end of 19589 much earlier
than the total deposition without weathering effects. As can be seen
in these figurest at the Pacific side of the Japan mainland the range
of the maximum ground accumulation of Sr9o in the surface layer
of the soil to be expected in the middle of 1961 may be about
12 - 24 me/km2 while that of CsI37 About 24 - 7,mc * From the
preliminary analysis wth the 6N HC� extraction of the soil about
10 am from the surface sampled at tLa play ground of the Tokyo

0Institute of Technology, the 'ground deposition of, r.9 in the surface
layer o the soil was estimated to be about 17 me at the enc of
Auz-5ust 1961*

Since this value is in the ranpe of the ground accumulation
of Sr9o in the surface layer of the soil at the Pacific side of the
Japan mainland, the hel weathering time T of about 10 years assumed
in the above does not seez to be a igure too unreasonably misplaced,
as far as the above result in Tokyo is concerned.
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Howevdr, the weathering, effects may in general greatly depend

on the vrious local conditions, especially the nature of the soil# the

amount of the rainfall, and other various artificial factors such

as irrigation) farming, ploughing, ad-the types and the extent of

the grass or tees growing on the landt etc..

At t Japan Sea side the range of the maxi im2m Fround accumulation

of Sr 90 in the surface layer of the soil to be expected in the

middle of 1961 may be estimated at about 36 - 7 me while that
of OB137 - 2at.about 73 - 171 me/km
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(III) Dose Estim6tions due to Sr 90 and sl37

(1) External irradiation

The external dose,-rate from the uniform dposition of gamma

emitter on an infiniteplani may be assumed to be proportional to

the cumulative ground deposition 7 t) and the average energy

'IV of the gamma rays emItted from te deposit.

(37)E r T-T
where the proportionality constant k may be assumed to be approximately

k-0.1 mad o mram/year per one me/kM2 and per one MeV of gamma ray

energy. In ease of sl37,, since 92/6 of the disintegrations give

gamma rays of energy 0661 Nev and of these 11% are onverted, the

average gamma energy per disintegration may be stimated to be about

".54 eV. Substituting the above values into equation 37),

we may obtain

I 0. 0 5�-)(Fy ivl/y (38)

where F,(t) in the umulative ground deposition of gamma emitter

in unit of me However, if we assume a shielding factor of

about 55 for the living conditions of the average Japanese in the

rural area, the above equation may be written as

t> (39)
where 09e = Jex Ta-W wrem/YeA-r

Q-PY CA 0. - 1 (40)
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(2) Internal irradiation 90 W
If we assme that t Internal irradiation due to Sr and Go

would depend on both the fallout rate Pr(ty-and the emulative
deposition Ile- (t the annual dose rate due to iternal iradiation

may be expressed in general by the following equation,

4 Ck) (41)

where gil and 946 &re the proportionality onstants'� 9 0
In �so* of Or assuming about 0,.5 ape in the total bone of

about I kg per aa�mk year and about 0#1.5 upc per za/�=2 _ year

and the Annual dose rest* of about 1. zrex/�var orrespondin to

I S*V& or a total burden or about I W La te bone of about I kg,,

we may hav* the following values for he constants gil and 9i2
in equatio (1)

(42)

C2 t .2 ZS-

in case or osl37 assmin a ontinuous bodyburdon of about

I ape in the whol bdy of about 0 kg per as/km2 - ear and about
0*05 apa per e/)m2 and the annual dose rate of about 06 =-eu&ear
corresponding to a ontinuous total body burden of aut ape in

the wle body of about 70 k,, w my have the foLlowing alues

for the onstants g and g.2 In equation (41).

13 17 (45)
2 C C 
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Intwal Dose

In case of Cs137 we may have to take into consideration both the
external and the internal irradiation,, Ther6fore the integral dose
for the period of t, years may be given by the following general
equation.

D C,1 1,7) F r ( t-) dt e dt -t act 2 Fcci-)At- (46)

In case of 001, only the Internal Irradiation may be considered
important and the itegral dose may be given by the following
equiation.

t
Fro-) ott t t) ett- (47)

Assuming of equation 26) the intpgral may be given by

TY (48)where T c O At (o)

J\ (49)

Assuning d(t)"'t equation 27) without weathering effects for
Fr(t) and t) in the equatio'ne 46) and 7), the intewral of
11d(t) ay be gve by

C1 - (50)
T- dt T-r(o I 2_

where

smd

-e- t
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If we assume Fe(t) of equation 28) with weathering effects for
E,(t) and Fc(t) in the euations 46) and 47), the integral of
P (t)-may be given by

-Fg O Ta o) 1 I TTCO) (53)
where 0

C 1X (54)
and

-(AtR)t- - C i C.AT4 I tT

Usually the value of t in the above equations is ssumed to be
30 years for the mean generation time in the estimation of the
genetic effects due to Cs137, and 35 years for the average life
expectancy and 70 years for the average life span in the estimation
of the somatic effects due .to Sr9o. Therefore, for the convenience
of estimation, the values of the integral I I , is, and Idl" Id2 .a2
have been computed for tl-30, 35 and 70 ears and are given in Table .

Assuming the upper limits of 9o and Cs-37 at the Pacific'(TaWr
side of the Japan ainland as shown in Pigs-17 and 18 or in Figs*21
and 22 to be the repreaentave Va Llues for the Japanese population,
the average integral doses due to S9o and Cs'37 te children born
at the end of 1958 in Japan Cht additionally receive because of
the repeated nuclear teBtings in the past may be estimated easily
usinS the values in Table and are listed in Table 2.

TA L'
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Table 

t
Ir I dl Id2 I Ig2

(y rs

I1 30 2.69 21.1 53 10-54 28.3C)
N)
1

35 2.69 23.4 59.7 10.59 28.5

,?o 2.69 33'.2 88 10.6 28-53

1 1 1 1 1 1 I



Table 2 Integral dose without-weathering

effects (D) and with weathering

effects (G)

a ; Sr 90

ti D G

(Yearsx (mrem) (mrem)

30 1786 (35?) 1310 262)+

35 1979 (39�6) 1401 280)

?O 2803 561) 1?85 357)

f�'The number in parenthesis indicates irad

with non-uniformity ftor n=l.

b ; Cs'37 (whole body

tl\ D G�years)\ (mrem) (mrem)

30 38 (1'6) 25

35 41 (129) 27 (89)

70 57 (184) 35 116)

The number in parenthesis is the estimates
without a shieldin6 factor of 55'for-
external irradiation.
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If -we take into consideration the possible contribution of

other bone seekers of shorter half-lives such as eq, the �Otal

doses to the bone may be even hieher tan those estimated in Table o

However$ the average life-time dose to tiLe bone marrow for the

population would be somewhat less. Although te exact estimation

of the average dose to the bone arrow would be rather difficult

because of te various Uncertainties involved in this type of

estimation* uditag from the Sr9 dose to the bone estimated in

Table 2 the average total mean dose to the bone marrow for the

population living up to aZe of 70 may be estimated roughly at about

remse

In case of 03137 because of its shorter biological half life

or higher turnover rate as compared with S9o In te bone, the

difference in the concentration between adults and children would

not be as large s.Srgo * f we take into consideration the possible

effects due to other fission poducts the total doses to the whole

body would be even higher than the double of those estimated only

for S13'? in Table 2 dpending on the degree of cntributio of

other nuclides of shorter half-lives.

The 30 year dose from the.external irradiation due to the

cumulative deposition of grossaetivity has been estimated at about

109 - 218 mrad without takiAEN into onsideration arty sielding

effects. Besides this there would be some contributions from the

Internal irradiation due to other fission products;,

Therefore, taking these various factors into consideration,

the total 30 year dose to the gonad may be estimated rouShl- at

about *1 - 03 rems, or roughly about one tenth of the average

life-time bone marrow dose.



(IV) Discussion and Si, y

In this paper, based upon the theoretical considerations on

the radioactive fallout due to nuclear testings prior to the end

of August 1961, theoretical analyses on the fallout rate, the

cumulative fallout deposition and the ground accumulation in the

surface layer of the soil of Sr 90 and sl3?are attempted for the

Pacific side and for the Japan Sea side of the Japan ainland.

Based upon the theoretical analyses of the results up to the end

of 1958, the possible future level of Sr9o and Csl3? is predicted

assuming the half elimination time from the stratospheric reservoir

to be about 2 years. In the estimation of the ground accumulation

in the surface layer of the soil, the weathering effect with'the

half weathring-time of about 10 years is assumed.

'However, the result of the theoretical estimation with this

assumption does not seem to be contradictory to the perliminary

result of the radiochemical analysis of the surface layer of the

soil up to a depth of about 10 cm conducted at the Tokyo Institute

of Technology in 1961.

Because of a large amount of Sr9o and C137 injected into the

stratosphere by the repeated large scale nuclear testings up to the

end of-1958, the stratospheric fallout may continue for the-future,

Although the fallout rate may decrease with time, the total cumu-.

lative deposition may be expected to reach a maximum in about 6

years after the end of 1958 while the ground accumulation in the

surface layer of the soil with the assumption of half weathering

time of about 10 years in about 2 - 3 years. These results are

summarized in Table 3 Although the fallout rate may be somewhat (TaWe3)

'hip;her at the Japan Sea side than at the Pacific dide of the Japan

mainland, assuming te upper limit for the Pacific side as th*

representative value for the Japanese population because of the

lar� er percentage of population living along the Pacific side) the

possible integral doses to the bone due to Sr 90 and -to the whole

body due to Cs131? were estimated as shownin Table 2.
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Table 3 Maximum cumulative deposition without

weathering effect and maximum 15round accumulation

.in the surface layer of the soil with weathering

effect to be expected at t max years after the

end of 1958

--- ,_2�te
Pacific Side Japn Sea Side

D,aximum lower UDT)er lovier upper
deposition limit limit limit iiinit
a t t max

Fd(t)MaX 15 30 48 72
(me/km2)

t max
90 (year) 5.8 5..8 5.7 5.?

F�
g(t),max 24 38 57

(me/km2)

t
max 2.7 2*7 2.8 2.8

(year)

.Fd (t )2x 72
a 30 91 215(mc/km

tmax
CS137 (year) 5.8 5.7 5.8 5.7

FF (t
max 24 5? 73 171(me/km2)

tmax
(year) 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.8-'
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However, taking into consideration the possible contribution from

other fission products, the total life time bone marrow dose may be

estimated rouBhly at about I - rems while the 30 year done to the

gonad roughly at about 0.1 - 03 rems.

According Oo L-ewis(9) the probability for leukemia is estimated

at about 2 x 10 -6 per year per rem which may be valid within a factor

of about 3 hile UN report (2) assume the probability of about

I..5 x 10-6 per year per rem to continue after each element of radiation

exposure for the remaining life of the individual*

Using these probabilities for leukemia ad assuming the linear

relationship between the dose and the effect, the total number of

leukemia for a population of about 108 may be estimated to be about

5 - 7 10 3 corresponding to about rem of the total mean marrow dose.

However, if we take into consideration a -factor of uncertainty of about

3 in the Lewis' probable estimate on the incidence of leukemia, the

upper limit may be estimated at about 2 x 104. Although there may be

various uncertainties in these estimates, judging from these values, the

.total number of such fatal somatic damage as the leukemia may be assumed

to be roughly at about the order of magnitude of 0. - .0 x le
corresponding to the total mean marrow dose of about one rem per person*

Therefore, if we assume a total mean marrow dose of about rems,

the total number of cases may be estimated about three times higher

and roughly at nbout 1. - 3 10 for a toal population of about

I , as shown in Table 4 (a). . <- (-Ta-� -,Kau 
The genetic damage to the population may be. estimated with the

method as given by Crow(lo) in the Fallout Hearings at the UoSa Congress*

Assuming a doubling dose of about 40 rems instead of 50 rems

assumed by Crow and a normal iidence of tan ible genetic defects due
(21to spontaneous mutation to be about 2 - 4 the total number of gross

physical or mental defeats corresponding to a 30 year gonad dose of

about 0.1 rem for a stable total population of about 108 may be estimated

as follows.
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Table 4 Numprical estimation of the possible

damage for the population of about 10 8 in Japan

due to the past nuclear testings conducted durin;,

the period from early 1954 to the end of August

1961

(a) LeukemiaO
OD

lower estimate higher estimate

Leukemia 5,000 15,000

- 0?000 30?000



Z- 0
X X =- 2.5--.';->-� / o310 O .2 (56)

Assumift about 10% expression in the first eneration$ the first
generation effect may be estimated at about�25 - 00. ssuming the
frequency of'stillbirths and hildhood deaths at mutational equilibrium
to be about 8% as estimated from increased death rates in children of
consanguineous ma.rriages(15) the total number of stillbirths and
childhood deaths from 0.1 rem fro a generation may be etimated&

R .
0 I 'K = O 4 (57)
*0 /00 Z

Assuming about 69� expression in te first generation, the first
generation effeqt-may be estimated at about 600.

Russell(16) observed a 3 reduction in litter size of mice at 3
weeks of age when te sires had been exposed to 300 r, Using this result
and assuming that the total effect would be duubled when both parents
were exposed, the first generation ffect of the embryonic and neonatal
deaths may be estimated.

�Z(O'/) 3 K �Oe (58)
?00 O

Assuming this number of the.first generation ffect would correspond
to about 6 of the total effect, te total damage my be estimated roughly

04.at about 1*7 I
If the 30 year gonad dose is assumed to be 03 rem, the genetic

damage estimated in the above would be about three times higher than
the above estimates. The results of these nmerical estimations of the
possible genetic damage due to the radiation effects of fission
products for a population of about 108 are summarized in Table (b4-T1.%t(b)

Although these estimated numbers may b considered subject to a
large uncertainty, it should be remembered that those listed in the
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Table (b); �enetic damage due to Fission Products

Generat'on lst eneration Total to infinity

Type lower higher lower higher
of estimate estimate estimate estimate
effect

Gross physical 250 750 2,500 7,500
or

- 500 - 1,500 - 5,POO -15,000mental: defects
0

Stillbirths

and 600 - 1,800 101000 30,000
childhood

deaths

Embryonic

and 1,000 3, 000 17,000 50tooo
neonatal

deaths



table are only the tangible ane, and that there would be perhaps

a larger but nImown number of minor or Intangible defects as pointed

out by Dr. Cow(lo) at the Fallout Hearings in the United-States.

Besides the possible effects due to the radiation from fission

products, e must take into consideration the possible effects of

carbon-1-4 as hasbeen repeatedly emphasized by Prof. Id-nus Paulin

Leipunsky (12) and Totter,, et allu) have also made the estimation of the

possible hazards due to the bomb produced carbon-14.
(3)Assuming the probability of any given generative ell boving

had a carbon-14 transmutation in DNA to be about 6 x 1 for a

population of 25 x 19 wth a birth rate f 30 per 1000 the total

number of childr�a� with the transmutation effects in its genetic

nate3Aal may be estimated as follows.

30
0 X 000 )" (6AI (59)

Ltipunsky assumed in his estimates the ratio of mutations to

transmutations (/T) to be unity and an inclement of earbon-14 due to

10 megatons of fusion equal to 41 x 073 times the present carbon-14

equilibrium value. With this assumption Totter, et al estimated that

the total number of people with defective genes due to the carbon-14

increment ay be estimated to be as follows.

qq to =/4L* XO (60)

Totter, et al. pointed out that the amount of carbon-14 eatlwj;ed

'by Luipunsky would be higher by a factor of about four as compared
(14)with the estimated by Mibby, and that the ratio M/T might e much

smaller than unity partly because of the existence of inert

'non-genie' DITA in the ell in which 14 decay'Le less apt to cause

mutation and partly because: pf a larger possibility.of total

inactivation f the cell With the transmutation effects in ts genetic

material.,'- although there might. be some possibility that me anom-

tation my ause mre than one mutation.
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However$ if we assume the total of past nuclear testinp p. or

to the end of August 1961 to be roughly about 100 megaton fission

and 100 megaton fusion, the total-increzent of.carbon-14 may be
estimated oughly at about - 2 of th& present natural carbon-14

equilibrium vlue* Assuming an increment of about and an immediate
mixing of the "bon-14, the annual does rate due to bomb-produced

carbon-14 may be estimated roughly at about 0,015 mrem/year. With

this small IGre MOnt Of annual d0s te first generation effect may

be undetectable* However$ because of'its longer half ife of about

59600 years the small ffects may continue many thousands of years and

the total number of damage may not be ompletely negligible. The

total number of damage due to radiation corresponding .to an increase

of carbon-i4 by about bove the natural carbon-14 level was

estimated for a st la total population of about-10 as in the case

of the fission products and'is shown as a lwer estimate of the total

damage due to arbozi-i4 in Table (a). Besides the effects due to
- C T"& 4(c,))

radiation,, there would be.somi transmutation effects, if not vez7

much larger tan the corresponding radiation efects in case of

carbon-14 for the ma a= cells as po inted out by otterj et al,

However$ ines the act estimation is difficult withbut'knowinig the

ratio NV as discussed in Wm above, the transmutation effect was

assumed to be about equal to the radiation effect and the estimate

of the combined effects La hown in tho table a a higher estimate,

Therefore this higher estimate my be onsidered to correspond to the

radiation effects for a increment of earbon-14 of about 2 above the

natural cambon-14 level. In about- 5,600 years following the ddition

of the *arton-14 increment roughly about are half'Of the ttal number

Of damage due to Carbon-14 given in te table.m'ay be expected, to

Occuro athough the number per generation may be considered almost

negligible for a population-of about OP.

As am be seen from the numerical stimation of various possible

damages in the tables although the probability per person would
be vary -aid the absolute number. of Possible long term damage m�q

not a*Ys be considered negligible and it should! be pointed out

that a small additional dose to a large nulaber of people may,, in some
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Table 4 (c) ; 14 damage

'--�Per�iod Total in 5600 yrs Total to infinity'

Type lower higher lower higher
of estimate estimate estimate estimate
effect

Gross physical
or 12500 3,000 3,000 6,000

, 3,000 6,000 - 6000 12,000Mental defects

Stillbirths

and 6,000 12VOOO 12-000 -,24,000
childhood

deaths

Embryonic

. and 101000 -20$000 -201000 -40,OOD
neonatal

deaths



cases, ultimately bring about a greater number of total damage to

the population at large than a very large lethal dose to a very

small limited number of people. When a small number of people are

exposed to a lethal dose, they may die without bearing a child and in

this case no genetic damage may be transmitted to the rest of the

population. However, if a closed total population is exposed to

a continuous low dose of radiation in a wholesale manner, the

genetic burden of the whole population may be expected to increase
N

gradually in te natural background level�l?)(18.'

Besides the laukemia ,Ind"V-hqb genetic damage, we must also

consider the possible life-shortenin� effect due to radiation.

Although it is reported by Lorenz (22) that the radiation may

have a life-extending effect on mice at very low dosage region,

we may assume on the conservative side that the life-shortening

effect of radiation obtained at higher dosage could be extrapolated

to the low dbsage region, because of the various posible uncertain-

ties iherent in the ans.2.ysis of the results at very low dosage

region. Depending n whether we assume the dose to the whole body

is more responsible for the general life-shortening, there would

be some difference in.the estimates. However, in view of the lack

of more-accurate knowledge aout this point, we may assume that the

life-time-dose-res-pontible for the life-shottening effect would be

about the order of magnitude of one rem in total due to the repeated

nuclear testings prior to the end of August 1961, nd that there

would be no threshold of radiation dose in causing the general

shortening of li)fe span. With this assumption, assuming the life-

shortening constant or the chronic lethality coefficient -'Vo be

about - 3.5 x 174 as deduced from te data given by Bruies, and

Sacher� the average loss of life span per pers6m in number of
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days may be estimated to be roughly about 43 - 9 days for a

population with the averag6 normal life span of about 70 years.

The average loss of ltfe span, although it appears to be very

small per person, and well within the limit of statistical error,

may be considered to correspond to a total loss of life span

equivalent to about 12 - 25 x 10 6 man-years for a populatio of
8about 10 If we assume the dose responsible for life-shortening

to be about 3 rems, the resulting estimate would be about three

times higher than the above value and may be estimated at about

3.6 - 75 x 106 man-years. Assuming a total loss of life span of

about four million years which may correspond to about 14.6 days

or roughly about two weeks per person on the average, it may be

considered numerically to correspond to an average loss of life

span of about 40 years of 100,000 people �20)

There may probably be a large factor of uncertainty of about

ten or more in the above numerical estimation of the possible

hazards to man because of the various assumption introduced in

the course of estimation. Moreover, whether there would be

threshold or not for the long-term radiation effects considered

in this paper is still a matter of controversy even among the

specialists on the subjects, although the evidence seems to be

accumulating to indicate that there would probably be no threshold

in the genetic effect or that the threshold would be very low, if

it existed. Therefore the numbers introduced in the above should

be interpreted as such. Howeverl because of such a large factor

of various uncertaintes in this basic scientific data, on which

the above estimations are based, we feel it side* From these

standpoints, we must estimate the maximum possible dangers that

could be conceivable within the limit of large uncertainties and

try to exert ourselves to minimize the possible risks for the

population.
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Table 4 (d): Life shortening effects

Average per person Total loss for 108

1,200,000Lower Estimate 4.3 - 9 days

/-2,500,000 man-years

Higher-Estimate 12.9 - 2 days 3,600,000

-7,500,000 man-years



Otherwise, if we took a too optimistic assumption inspite of

a large factor of uncertainties and if it should prove in future

that the situation would be pessimistic, it would be too late to

do anything for'it many years after the'various. injuries had taken

place or had been detected or proven among the people. Therefore,

(Table 4U))

it seems to the author only right in dealing with any matter

concerning human life to take account of all possible dangers which

may be conceivable in the light of our present scientific knowledge.

In this respect, whether the above estimates would be ten times

higher or ten times less becauses of the various uncertainties

involved in the estimation is not very important. The lboint is

that the possible number of people who would seriously hurt in

the future can not be considered absolutely zero because of a

large factor of uncertainty about the long-term radiation effects.

From the stand point of public health or conscientious medical

science at peace time, in which every effort must be made to save

even a single life and to make life even one-day longer, even a

slight nunnecessary" increase of radioactivity alrove the naturally

occurring level, due to repeated nuclear testings is certainly

undersirable.

From the peaceful uses of radiation and atomic energy, such as

the medical diagnostics or treatments by radiation, the atomic power

plant, or the industrial uses of radiation, we may get more benefits

than the possible risks.

However, what benefit do we get'from the repeated nuclear

testings conducted.by major powers preparing for a genocide Of

hundreds of'millions of people? It is the problem of deep concerh

of those who are tyingto develop peaceful uses of atomic energy

for the peace, happiness and welfare of mankind, that the allowances

of the permissible level of radiation and radioactivity would be

gradually narrowed down with the gradual increase of the level of

radioactive contamination of our exivironment due to large scale

nuclear testings. �21)
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